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Missing Price: S3
Sales Tax Word Problems

SToby is interested in buying a painting worth   399 including the sales tax.

What is the original price of the painting if the sales tax rate is 7%? Round

your answer to two decimal places. 

1)

2)

S

S

Michael rings up a set of bunk beds that costs    674 including the sales tax.

What is the original price of the set if the sales tax rate is 4%? Round your

answer to two decimal places.

3)

5) S SLisa is buying a phone for   241 including the sales tax. The sales tax is    19.

Find the original price of the phone.

SAfter paying a sales tax of    2, Katie bought a book for   23. What is the

original price of the book?

S

S

Rihanna sold her metallic sculpture for   979 including sales tax. If the sales

tax was    16, what was the original price of the sculpture?

4)
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Name : Answer Key

Missing Price: S3Sales Tax Word Problems

SToby is interested in buying a painting worth   399 including the sales tax.

What is the original price of the painting if the sales tax rate is 7%? Round

your answer to two decimal places. 

1)

2)

S

S

Michael rings up a set of bunk beds that costs    674 including the sales tax.

What is the original price of the set if the sales tax rate is 4%? Round your

answer to two decimal places.

3)

5) S SLisa is buying a phone for   241 including the sales tax. The sales tax is    19.

Find the original price of the phone.

SAfter paying a sales tax of    2, Katie bought a book for   23. What is the

original price of the book?

S

S

Rihanna sold her metallic sculpture for   979 including sales tax. If the sales

tax was    16, what was the original price of the sculpture?

4)

S372.90

S648.08

S222

S21

S963
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